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Amorphous ribbons employed for transformer core applications are manufactured by using planar flow melt spinning 
process. Molten metal, ejected by inert gas pressure on to a rotating cooling wheel through a constricted nozzle slit, 

accumulates as a puddle between the nozzle-wheel gaps. A thin layer of melt is dragged in the form of a ribbon from the under 
cooled puddle. Critical process parameters are nozzle-slit width, wheel speed, nozzle-wheel gap, melt ejection pressure and 
temperature. The physical dimensions and metallurgical characteristics of the ribbon obtained depend highly on the fluid flow 
in the puddle and the heat transfer rate between the melt and the cooling wheel. High cooling rates and process speeds involved 
restrict the scope of experimental investigation of the above mentioned phenomena. Hence, numerical models are developed 
to predict the ribbon thickness, quality and heat dissipation in the cooling wheel. The results are supported by experimental 
investigation and found to be well in agreement. It is observed that the thickness and width of the ribbon is highly influenced 
by the wheel speed and nozzle-slit width. Amorphous structure is observed to be influenced by the heat transfer rate to the 
cooling wheel. Even though higher wheel speeds provide higher cooling rates at the melt-wheel contact, heat dissipation from 
the wheel to the cooling medium also observed to play an important role in obtaining a non-crystalline ribbon. It is suggested 
to use nozzles with larger slit width and spinning at higher wheel speeds to obtain thinner and wider ribbons.
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